STYLEman BI
Management KPIs

STYLEman ERP holds a wealth of information about your business
operation, and provides reporting tools for managing the business.
STYLEman BI extends this functionality, allowing the data to be
explored in an interactive way to spot underlying trends and
curiosities – it shows you what you can’t see from looking at reports.
To help you get started, STYLEman BI comes with a set of default
dashboards for Stock, Orders, Sales, Purchasing and Customer
activity. These are available to all authorised STYLEman ERP users,
are accessed directly from STYLEman ERP Menus and appear as data
tabs within the application.
Should you want to reﬁne these dashboards, create your own or
include data from other sources, STYLEman BI Professional allows
you to customise and extend the standard dashboards and queries
for your own purposes. These dashboards may then be published to
the web for use in a desktop browser, smart phone or even smart
watch.
STYLEman BI can also create real-time alerts based on events in the
STYLEman database, such as a large order, credit problem, low
margin sale or delayed shipment, and notify personnel concerned by
email or alert to their desktop, mobile or smart device.
STYLEman BI has a full set of graphical representations for data, and
allows them to be linked together as you drill into the data. Line,
Bar, Pie, Doughnut, and Area charts are all available, and can be
linked and ﬁltered in virtually inﬁnite possibilities. This lets you
visualise the data to spot trends and anomalies, and to drill further
into the data to investigate. Some example screenshots are shown
overleaf.

STYLEman BI Management KPIs
STYLEman BI Standard
STYLEman BI Standard is included with licences of STYLEman ERP V11, and also includes a
standard sample set of dashboards which are accessible by any authorised STYLEman ERP
user. They are accessed from, and appear in the ERP application.

STYLEman BI Professional
The Professional licence allows a user to clone and modify the sample dashboard, or indeed
to create their own dashboards from the Queries provided. The resulting dashboards may
be published and shared among Standard users. The Professional licence is aimed at
non-technical users, for example those that may have experience of creating reports with a
report generator.

STYLEman BI Enterprise
Enterprise has all the features of Professional, and additionally allows the user to create their
own queries and to access non-STYLEman data sources, including other databases and
spreadsheets. The enterprise licence also allows for the publishing of Dashboards to the
web, for consumption by browsers on desktop or mobile devices. Enterprise also allows the
creation of dynamic alerts based on user-deﬁned conditions being met. Users may be alerted
through email or via the BI mobile app. This licence is aimed primarily at users with a good
understanding of databases and table relations.

Summary
STYLEman BI blends millions of rows of data from STYLEman, and renders the results for the
web, mobile and desktop. Live alerts can be conﬁgured and delivered to mobile or other
devices in real time. STYLEman BI means live intelligence about your organisation, created
and published by business users in minutes.

STYLEman BI Functionality
Standard Dashboards
Standard Dashboards supplied
Built on Standard Queries and
Business Logic Components
Queries Include:
Aged Debt Dataset
Order Header Dataset
Order Lines Dataset
Purchase Order Dataset
Stock Dataset
Business Logic Includes:
Sales Analysis by Size

Licences
Standard, included with
STYLEman ERP
Professional, allows creation
of new dashboards from
existing queries
Enterprise, allows the creation
of new queries and alternative
data sources, and Alerts

Reporting
Grouping, Sorting and
Summarising
Calculated Fields
Charts & KPIs (eg Gauges and
Traﬃc Lights)
Images
Sub Reports
Drill down reports
Pre-formatted rich text
support
Barcodes
Label printing
Export to PDF, HTM, Word,
Excel, Text and more
Embeddable designer and
viewer components

Graphing
Wide range of Graphs and
Controls available (see left)
Drill down between graphs
Drill down to source data

Data Source
Data source from extracted
data or real time from the
database, or hybrid
OpenEdge, SQL and Excel data
sources supported

Examples shown
Above - Order completion by
Customer, green being
complete, amber in process
and red not yet started
Below – Seasonal Sales
segmented by Brand, class
and Group

About STYLEman
STYLEman is the culmination of more than 25 years expertise in
the sourcing, stock and sales of coloured and sized items. It has
a wide variety of functionality that can be used as the business
grows and explores new revenue opportunities. A typical
STYLEman customer has 5-500 users.

About Option Systems
Option Systems are a leading supplier of Apparel ERP systems
since 1991. We sell and support systems from our UK Head Oﬃce
and through our partner network worldwide. Our customers
include a number of well-known international brands, as well as
smaller specialist sourcing and CMT businesses.

Contact Details
For more information about STYLEman ERP, PLM, WMS, BI and
Mobile products, please contact Option Systems Limited.

T: +44 (0) 116 291 6666
E: sales@styleman.com
W: www.styleman.com

